ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
New proposals now exist in the USA and in Europe for machines which can provide high energy electron-positron collisions to investigate a regime of particle interactions dramatically different from those obtained up to the present.
These new machines will permit studying the weak interactions at a strength equal to, and very likely much greater than, the familiar electromagnetic processes,
The possibility of producing the intermediate vector boson, the Zo, and studying its properties, sets the energy scale and other parameters of these machines, and provides physics objectives for the experimenters.
The experimental study of the Z", and the interference between the photon and the Z", in annihilation processes should strongly challenge the gauge theory models of electroweak interactions.
One of the new proposed machines is the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center.
In this talk I would like to discuss in general some of the considerations connected with Z" physics, and specifically for this conference the interesting and important polarization phenomena expected in Z" production in e-e+ annihilation.
The SLAC SLC is well suited for accelerating polarized electrons to high energies, rent parameters could result and some of the best measurements of neupal curfrom polarized beam measurements in e-e annihilation at the Z". Although it can be argued that neutral current parameters may be measured without resorting to polarized beams, the additional information contained in the polarization studies is a powerful and practical tool for determination of the neutral current parameters. Recent results from Mark J at PFTRA report on e-e+%; neutral current parameters.
They combine u+u-and T-T+ with e-e+ final states, and assuming the universality condition report the first neutral current parameters measured at a storage ring experiment. 5 Figure 2 shows that most measurements of sin20 errors, and the ability to test the equality of w2 at present yield large sin 6, in different processes is poor.
There are at present no precision tests of the standard model. These present measurements may continue with correspondingly reduced errors, but the true tests of the standard model will come when accelerators can produce the Z" boson in e-e+ annihilations.
It is probable that the best experimental tests of, and most serious challenges to, the standard model of electroweak The dashed line is the current weighted average .23. to u-pair production from one-photon exchange only. Counting rates in a 4~r detector for dip= 103' cmm2sec-l are shown on the right.
Radiative corrections, not included here, will lower the Z" peak and skew it to higher energies. interactions will come from polarized ebeams in linear colliders in the process e-e++Z' . There are several practical reasons for this possibility.
We now have means to produce intense beams of e: and ei.
It is easy to select, or switch, from ei to ei, and control of the spin orientation is possible by conventional means. Many systematic errors can be virtually eliminated in measurements which are eL versus eR comparisons, such as asymmetries.
As will be discussed later, control of the beam polarization provides control to a considerable degree of the polarization of final state particles, a technique which is extremely useful for extracting neutral current couplings. Figure 3 shows the cross section and counting rates versus center-of-mass energy, 6, f or a machine which operates at a luminosity of 9 = 1030cm-2sec-1. If we take uQRD to be the total cross section for e-e++p-p+ from a singlephoton exchange, and R to be the ratio uTOTJoQED, then low energies in e-e+ annihilation have a oTQT which corresponds to R M 4-5.. As the center-of-mass energy is raised to that of the Z" mass, the cross section rises dramatically to a value of R X 5000.
The Fig. 3 by the strong enhancement in the cross section at the Z'. At this energy they are sent into a damping ring which stores them for the purpose of reducing the transverse phase space. Exiting from the damping ring on the next machine pulse, these electrons pass through a pulse compressor, which reduces the bunch length to a millimeter in length. Two such bunches exist in the electron damping ring and are extracted for each machine pulse. The second bGnch is used to generate positrons by acceleration to 33 GeV and deflection onto a target for positron production. Positrons produced are collected, transported to the front of the accelerator and accelerated to 1.2 GeV, where they are injected into their own ring for use in subsequent pulses. Electron and positron bunches are accelerated in the same machine pulse, spaced 15 meters apart.
Leaving the linac, the bunches are separated into two terrainfollowing transport arms which bring the bunches into a final focus and collision. Table I gives a list of parameters for the single pass collider.6 For example, the full width of the Z" is expected to be 2.6 GeV at half maximum, and this is large enough to contain several P, maxima. However, plans for placing spin rotators in the injection and extraction arms of the damping ring exist.* Preserving spin through the damping ring requires orientating the spin transverse to the motion, parallel to the damping ring magnetic field. Figure 6 shows location of the spin rotating elements. After If the center-of-mass energy is chosen to be the peak of the Z", the contribution from the single y exchange is small. Neglecting the single photon exchange contribution, estimates of total rate of hadron production take on a simple form.
The Z" prefers left-handed particles; that is the coupling gL is larger th$n gR' The rate of production from left-handed electrons is proportional to gL, and for right-handed electrons, gi. 
Using the relations defined in Eqs. (7) and (8), one finds Rate -q2 + gz2 + 2P gege eVA (12) where the superscript e has been added to emphasize that electron couplings are considered.
If one includes the resonance form for a Z" of finite width P, then the complete expression isll e2 e2 e2 = 4M$.in28wcos28 gV +gA + 2peg;gr; 14), and the total rate for unpolarized beams should provide a precise value for g; and $9 independent of other gauge theory assumptions.
In particular, measurement of the total rate of production of Z"'s and the polarization asymmetry should be accurate enough to require calculation of radiative corrections (including weak vertex corrections) before meaningful comparisons between thgory and experiment can be made. Figure 8a shows the present knowledge of gv and gg from neutrino-electron scattering. Figure 8b shows the same for e-e++Z', estimated from statistical counting errors only. Systematic errors, which must be added to the statistical errors, will dominate at some level, but are dependent on radiative corrections and experimental details and cannot be estimated at this early date. Z"'s produced in e-e+ annihilation will be polarized, even for unpolarized incident beams. The reason for this is the unequal Z" couplings gL and gR' The preferential couplings to left-handed electrons give more Z"'s polarized opposite the electron beam direction than along the beam. It is straightforward to estimate the Z" polarization. Define the polarization of the Z" to be final state f. Figure 7 shows the ratio of a/uQED versus &, the center-of-mass energy, near the Z" mass.
The cross section uQED iS defined as o(e-e++u-F\+) from Single y exchange only.
In Fig. 7 , single y exchange has been included, but is negligible near the Z" mass.
The curves are marked eL, 0, eR for P, = -1,0 +l, respectively. The experimental asymmetry
where oR(oh) is the total cross section for right-handed .(left-handed) electrons, has the value sin2ew = -.16 at the Z" peak, for .23.
In terms of the couplings 
-12-and Eqs. (7) and (8) Figure 9 shows PZ versus P, for two values of sin2ew, .23 and %. We see from this figure that Z"' s are polarized even 1.0 if the beams are unpolarized, if sin20 # a;, and for polarized beams, the Z" caz be highly polarized.
One would expect the alignment of Z" spin to lead to large forward-backward asymmetries in u-u+ final states, for example. This is the neutral current analog of beta decay P," 0 asymmetries from aligned nuclei. Forward-backward charge asymmetries are often discussed in n pair production as a test of weak-electromagnetic interference.
One also expects a charge asymmetry from polarized Z"'s. Using Eqs. (7) and (8), one obtains is shown for reference as a dashed curve. R,, reaches a value of 150 at the Z" peak. The charge asymmetry is large away from the Z", due to y-Z interference.
The data points and associated errors are shown for two hypothetical experiments of 1000 hours each.
In the first, ten 100 hour runs with unpolarized beam at a luminosity of 1030cm-2sec'1 are uniformly spaced below and above the Z" at the energies shown.
Each point has a statistical error on A,h calculated from expected counting rates.
In the second experiment, the 1000 hours is devoted to running at the Z" pole with polarized electrons, with P, = +-50%. These data in each case are fit to the one free parameter, sin2ew.
An error on sin2ew is calculated from the statistical errors on the data points.
For the unpolarized beams, an error on sin2ew of 2.0027 results, while for the polarized beam data, +.OOll is obtained.
The conclusion is that polarized beams provide a considerable enhancement of-sensitivity to neutral current couplings.
In reality one must include systematic errors and effects from radiative corrections, but in both cases, it is expected that polarized beams will provide better measurements relative to experiments without polarization.
Charge asymmetries areoexpected to occur in quark pairs-from Z decays. The Z" decays into pii, dd, cc, ss, etc. The couplings are given by Eq. (6), and we (22) where i refers to any fundamental fermion. asymmetries for uii and dz pairs.
Figures lla and llb show charge As before, the single y exchange term has been included, and co& has been averaged over the forward hemisphere of a HIT detector.
Measurement of the decay Z"+ qi poses the most difficult, challenging, but important experimental problem. Quarks will materialize as jets, and flavor and charge identification in the jets may be difficult, or indeed, impossible. The degree to which quark neutral current parameters can be measured depends on how well these separations can be made. Tests of the universality relations For +l (-1) projections of the Z", the rate of decay in the forward direction is proportional to gi(gE). '% +gA'
For e'e++ZO+u-p+ (or 'C-T+) the polarization is <P,> = 51 for P, = &l, and -.31 for P, =0, for sin2ew = .23, in the forward direction.
For completeness one must include the one-photon exchange contribution, and average over solid angles. Figure 12 shows the values for P,,, (or P,->, averaging over the forward hemisphere, for a range of center-of-mass energies below and above the Z". Figure 13 shows the predicted energy
The tau lepton has semi-leptonic and purely-leptonic decay modes. A twobody decay ~-tnv has an expected 10% branching ratio, and should be an excellent analyzer of r spin. Tsai12 has shown that this decay mode has an angular distribution Two-body decays of the type r-tpv are also expected to occur with a branching ratio of 23%.13 These decays can be used to further improve measurements of the T polarization.
Three-body decays of the tau (P.R. N 16% each)
T + e vi and T-tpV3 likewise should teach us about tau spin and weak decays of the tau. Figure 14 shows the electron (or muon) energy spectrum assuming a standard V-A weak decay.
The spectrum is significantly hardened for left-handed incident electrons. An average energy measurement of the p or e would provide a sensitive parameter for determining the tau polarization.
In a sample of lo6 Z"'s pro- It is not unreasonable to expect lo6 Z"'s to be produced in a reasonable length of time.
Polarization effects also extend into the hadron jets.
The primary quarks have large polarizations, but QCD effects which dress the quarks may also mask these large polarizations.
At the present it appears unlikely that polarization effects in hadron jets will be useful. However, this may well be proven incorrect.
In summary, neutral currents are expected to exhibit strong spindependent effects, and these effects are important to the experimental determination of neutral current parameters.
Polarized beams greatly enhance these effects.
It 
